1 Spacings and average number of molecules per disc n in the Col h phase Table S1 : Calculation of average number of molecules n in a unit cell (disc) of Col h phase of 12Li at 70
• C 2 Calculation of Coulomb Interactions (U n , J mn )
), all atoms separated by radii given in 
O=C-O angle fixed at 120
• , see Figure S2 (a). Final values (J/mol): U 4 = -479289, U 3 = -479198. 
(Equation S2)
Calculated inter-disk J mn Coulomb interactions (Equation S4), using atomic radii in Table S4 and inter-disk spacing of 3.8 Å . Figure S2 3 Chain Free Energy Simulation F n (T )
All atoms lie on the diamond lattice where the first neighbor distance a = 1.54 Å is equal to the C-C bond length in alkanes. The basis vectors are given in Table S5 . Starting points of oxygen atoms are (2,-2,0), (1,1,1), (-2,2,0), which sit approximately 2.95 Å from each other. C atoms are confined to a segment thickness of 3.6 Å the closest match available to experimentally determined thickness when restricted to the diamond lattice. H atoms may cross this boundary. Each alkane conformer is formed using alternating sets of basis vectors in Table S5 where immediate back steps are forbidden i.e. a cannot be followed by a . Conformers are self-avoiding and successive S6 gg' (±60 • ) torsional angles are disallowed ("pentane interference"). Chains attached at positions 3 and 5 on the benzene ring start at points of a different parity to the central chain attached at 4, hence they can be considered shorter since the position of the first C atom is effectively fixed. 
Note: conformers.tar.bz2 containing .dat files are arranged in 3 tab seperated columns. Rows correspond to a unique configuration with 3 entries (3 chains) each with a unique identifier, i.e.
174617474527 corresponds to ac'db'ac'dc'da'bd' as defined in Table S5 . Figure S3 : Minidendrons with alkyl chains in confined geometry depicting the effect of vertex angle and temperature on chain conformations. Close contacts (green) show chain crystallization.
[111] direction is indicated.
